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Abstract
We introduce a novel volume illustration technique for regularly sampled volume datasets. The fundamental dif-
ference between previous volume illustration algorithms and ours is that our results are shape-aware, as they
depend not only on the rendering styles, but also the shape styles. We propose a new data structure that is derived
from the input volume and consists of a distance volume and a segmentation volume. The distance volume is used
to reconstruct a continuous field around the object boundary, facilitating smooth illustrations of boundaries and
silhouettes. The segmentation volume allows us to abstract or remove distracting details and noise, and apply
different rendering styles to different objects and components. We also demonstrate how to modify the shape of
illustrated objects using a new 2D curve analogy technique. This provides an interactive method for learning
shape variations from 2D hand-painted illustrations by drawing several lines. Our experiments on several volume
datasets demonstrate that the proposed approach can achieve visually appealing and shape-aware illustrations.
The feedback from medical illustrators is quite encouraging.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional graph-
ics and realism I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Curve, surface, solid, and object representations

1. Motivation

Illustration is a visual representation that is used to cre-
ate expressive and easy-to-understand images. Throughout
history, artistic and scientific illustrators have developed
many methods that are perceptually effective. In the past
decade, many techniques used in art have been adopted
in computer graphics and visualization, denoted as illus-
trative or non-photorealistic rendering (NPR) [GG01]. In
contrast to traditional photorealistic rendering, these tech-
niques attempt to exploit artistic abstractions for express-
ing the prominence of the objects. Many of them con-
centrate on simulating the appearances of certain artistic
styles or concepts, including the use of colors, textures,
mediums and styles. Various approaches have been intro-
duced for point, line and surface drawings [GG01], cut-away
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views [CSC06], importance-driven rendering [VKG04],
ghosted view and exploded view [BG06, BGKG06] and in-
ternal texture synthesis [ONOI04]. By combining multiple
techniques, researchers have also developed powerful sys-
tems to achieve complicated volume illustration effects, such
as VolumeShop [BG05].

From the viewpoint of computer vision, shape is of funda-
mental importance for the human vision system to recognize
an object. The expressiveness of an illustration is greatly in-
fluenced by the shape and shape variation of the input model.
Traditional hand-drawn illustrations make full use of shape
and shape variation for producing coherent images that are
capable of enhancing human perception, reducing occlusion,
and expressing dynamic procedures [ST90]. However, in a
computer-generated volume illustration system, we usually
put emphasis on the appearance and pay little attention to the
shape of the input volume itself. Figure 1 (a) shows a hand-
drawn illustration and Figure 1 (b) and (c) are generated
by existing volume rendering and illustration approaches re-
spectively based on a CT-acquired volume dataset. It is not
difficult to find that they present quite different shape styles.
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In Figure 1 (b) and (c), many details, noisy artifacts, dis-
continuities and even zippered artifacts are clearly visible.
One reason is that the volume data has a discrete representa-
tion, and holds non-smooth shape information. In addition,
acquired datasets typically contain distracting noise even af-
ter careful filtering. Another important fact is that the hand-
drawn illustration is a perception-driven re-creation of ex-
isting contents and generally involves a set of shape mod-
ifications and shape stylizations. Allowing shape variations
is a key component to create exaggerated and expressive il-
lustrations. This means that faithfully preserving the original
shape of the measured dataset, as most volume visualization
algorithms do, is not always effective in terms of volume il-
lustration.

(c) (d)

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Results comparison for illustrating a foot. (a) A hand-
drawn illustration; (b) The result by a standard volume rendering
algorithm; (c) The result by a standard volume illustration algo-
rithm [SDS05]; (d) Our result not only shows smooth boundaries
and removes distracting noises, but also mimics shape styles of (a)
by performing curve-analogy based shape deformation to a foot
dataset. Please note the contour differences between (c) and (d).

The modification of shape is particularly difficult and in-
volves issues including shape representation, shape mod-
elling and shape processing. We may notice that many
artists [ST90] create illustrations with the assistances of
commercial software, such as Adobe Illustrator. The draw-
ing primitives are represented with vector graphics tech-
niques that are amenable to compressing object shapes, pro-
ducing smooth boundaries, and supporting continuous de-
formations. In addition to designing and modifying object
shape, commercial illustration software also allows users to
change color, tone, texture, and even shape style in a per-
object way. This is quite different from most volume illus-
tration approaches. Although current solutions for volume
illustration can simulate various rendering styles, a flexi-
ble way for handling the shapes of the underlying datasets
is not available. Not surprisingly, modifying or exaggerat-
ing the object shape would be highly expected for more ex-
pressive effects and better understanding. This goal, how-
ever, can hardly be achieved by solely employing a multi-

dimensional transfer function design, which is basically
location-independent and applied in a per-voxel manner.
Though other visibility-guided algorithms such as cut-away,
ghosted view and exploded view provide insightful observa-
tions to the volume data, most of them still neglect the shape
factor of the illustrated objects.

In this paper, we propose to improve the expressiveness of
volume illustration by focusing more on shape, i.e., we ex-
pect the illustration to be created in a shape-aware manner.
Our approach combines many well-established techniques
of shape representation, shape deformation and volume il-
lustration. Our primary contribution is a new shape-aware
volume representation, which is composed of a distance vol-
ume and a segmentation volume. Basically, these two parts
account for the illustrative shape smoothness and content ab-
straction, respectively. This representation requires us to di-
vide the input volume into multiple segments and illustrate
each segment as a single unit. Here, a segment may be se-
lected, scaled, deformed or even removed, facilitating the
creation of a sense of 2D design such as assigning a con-
stant color to a particular segment. To efficiently mimic the
shape styles and shape modifications from 2D hand-drawn
illustrations, we introduce a curve analogy based shape de-
formation technique. The final expressive illustration with
enhanced shape sense is created by applying an integrated
illustration equation that supports selective incorporation of
several visual enhancements and illustrative style profiles.
Figure 1 (d) shows one of our results by deforming the input
model to simulate the shape of Figure 1 (a).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
gives a brief review of related work. We outline the approach
in Section 3. We then present an example-based shape mod-
ification technique in Section 4. The shape-aware volume
representation is described in Section 5. Section 6 explains
how to illustrate the new data in a hardware-accelerated
framework. Experimental results are given in Section 7. Fi-
nally, we draw conclusions and highlight future directions.

2. Related Work

Volume illustration. The basic goal of volume illustration
is to enhance the structural perception of acquired datasets
through the amplification of features and the addition of
artistic effects. By concentrating on general illustrations of
volume datasets, Ebert et al. [ER02] incorporated NPR tech-
niques into volume rendering for enhancing important fea-
tures and regions. Owada et al. [ONOI04] introduced a
novel technique to illustrate the internal structures by syn-
thesizing a 2D texture on the cutting planes of polygonal
models. Recently, researchers proposed several hardware-
accelerated volume illustration approaches [HBH03, BG05,
SDS05, BG06] which can render moderate-sized datasets at
interactive frame rates and achieve high-quality results.

Shape Representation and Processing. Representing
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shape with a boundary form includes free-form surface, im-
plicit surface, point-based surface and polygonal models.
Due to the flexibility and GPU-compatibility, modeling and
processing triangular meshes have attracted the most atten-
tion, such as mesh editing [SLCo∗05], filtering [JDD03], re-
pairing [Ju04] and simplification [ZG02]. In terms of mesh
deformation, several sketch-based mesh deformation tech-
niques have been proposed, including [KG05, NSACO05,
ZHS∗05]. Our curve analogy based deformation aproach
follows the technique introduced in [ZHS∗05]. The main
research issues based on volumetric representation include
segmentation and registration [Yoo04], filtering [Whi00], vi-
sualization and illustration [ER02], and deformation and ma-
nipulation [CCI∗05]. Our shape-aware representation seeks
to utilize the advantages of both representations, between
which the iso-surface extraction [LC87] and distance field
computation [JBS06] build a transforming bridge.

Volumetric Manipulation. Many GPU-based volume
deformation techniques can be seen from [RSSSG01],
[WRS01]. To create illustrative visualizations through in-
teractive manipulation of volumetric models, Correa et
al. [CSC06] described a feature-aligned volume deforma-
tion technique. Its main limitation lies in that only a set
of pre-determined and regular deformations are supported.
The VolumeShop system [BG05] introduces a direct multi-
object volume visualization method that allows control of
the appearance of inter-penetrating objects through two-
dimensional transfer functions. It also incorporates several
illustrative techniques such as cutaways, ghosting, and selec-
tive deformation. For more details on volume manipulation,
please refer to [CCI∗05]. Note that, all these methods con-
centrate on the interaction and rendering aspects of volume
deformation, and lack a way to produce effective visualiza-
tion by analyzing and learning shape information.

Example-based Modeling and Rendering. Example-
based modeling and rendering learn useful information from
examples that is difficult to represent and model. Within this
field, two categories are especially of interest to us: example-
based rendering and texture synthesis. The former generates
new renderings by simulating the appearance styles of spec-
ified examples. For instance, Hertzmann et al. [HJO∗01]
built an interesting image analogy framework. Hamel et
al. [HS99] and Drori et al. [DCOY03] proposed to gen-
erate new images by extrapolating multiple example style
fragments. By transferring the colors and texture patterns
from 2D pictures or illustrations, Lu et al. [LE05] suc-
cessfully learned appearance styles for volume illustration.
As example-based modeling is concerned, the curve anal-
ogy [HOCS02] by Hertzmann et al. generalizes the work of
image analogy [HJO∗01] by transferring the position offset
from one curve to another curve. Rather than directly ex-
tending this technique to a 3D mesh, Zelinka et al. [ZG04]
smartly modified the outline of a surface by changing its sil-
houettes.

3. Overview

Our approach combines many well-established techniques
and involves three main stages, as shown in Figure 2.

Volume Segmentation

Volume Binarization

Volume Filtering

Surface Extraction

Geometric Processing

Shape Deformation

Shape-aware Reformulation

Shape-aware Illustration

Distance Volume Generation

Figure 2: The block diagram of our approach.

We begin with an existing segmentation of the in-
put volume. The segmentation can be either done with
semi-automatic methods such as snakes or level-set algo-
rithms [Yoo04], or simply approximated with threshold-
based classification. Each segment is transferred into a bi-
nary volume whose boundary forms the initial shape. Typi-
cally these segments are ill-shaped, with zippered artifacts,
small holes and complex topologies (see Figure 3 (a)).

Our next step is to filter the segmented volumes to obtain
smooth yet feature-preserving shapes. In practice, we em-
ploy a level-set based volume denoising algorithm [Whi00]
which works on binary volumes directly. We then extract the
boundary of each binary volume with the Marching Cube al-
gorithm [LC87], yielding a set of polygonal models. Further,
we perform a set of feature-preserving geometric processing
on these models, including mesh smoothing [JDD03], mesh
repairing [Ju04] and mesh simplification [ZG02] (see Fig-
ure 3 (b)). With the help of polygonal models, we can con-
veniently deform each segment separately, and simulate the
shape variations from 2D artistic illustrations, as described
in Section 7.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Line-based illustration for two surface models of the foot
dataset. (a) The surface extracted from the initial segmentation is
ill-shaped, with zippered artifacts and small holes; (b) After volume
denoising, mesh smoothing and mesh repairing, the surface exhibits
more representative and canonical shapes with appropriate level of
detail.

Now we have one polygonal model corresponding to each
segment. We then construct a shape-aware representation to
encode all shape information needed for illustration. A num-
ber of volume illustration enhancements can be implemented
in an integrated manner based on the segmentation and dis-
tance information contained in the representation. Further,

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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we propose a unique volume illustration equation that is ca-
pable of mixing different rendering effects for one segment,
including illustration, constant coloring and solid texturing.

4. Curve Analogy Based Shape Deformation

In the context of volume illustration, two types of shape vari-
ations may be considered. The first one is subjective, i.e.,
different artists may have different respective understand-
ings of one observed object, and thus may create 2D images
with various shape styles. For instance, some sharp features
are regarded as important and are preserved for one artist.
Whereas, these features may be suppressed or even removed
by another artist. The second one regards shape variation as
an expressive way to depict a changing status arising from
deformation or animation. Though there are many attempts
to achieve automatic or semi-automatic learning of the ren-
dering styles, it is still difficult to directly transfer shape from
2D illustrations. Meantime, existing surface modeling soft-
ware typically requires skill and experience to create specific
shape styles. Even for skilled artists, directly editing the 3D
models is nontrivial.

Our approach is based on the recent work on
mesh deformation using the volumetric graph Laplacian
(VGL) [ZHS∗05]. VGL represents volumetric details as the
difference between each point and the average of its neigh-
boring points in a graph, and inherits the power of gradient
domain based mesh editing techniques [SLCo∗05,YZX∗04].
One of its interesting features is that it allows users to create
visually pleasing surface deformation by manipulating a 2D
curve projected from a selected curve on the surface. How-
ever, this method poses several limitations on the input sur-
face. First, it demands a parameterization on the input sur-
face. Meanwhile, the input surface should be non-degenerate
and have simple topology. Further, solving a sparse linear
system for gradient-domain based shape deformation limits
the face number of the input surface. Our solution is to first
generate a well-shaped proxy surface by performing mesh
repairing and simplification on the input surface. The proxy
surface is then deformed with a curve-analogy based tech-
nique (Section 4.2 and 4.3). Thereafter, shape deformation of
the proxy geometry is transferred to the input surface based
on mean value coordinates, as described below.

4.1. Mean Value Coordinates

For a closed triangular mesh, mean value coordinates are
continuous everywhere and reproduce linear function on the
interior of the mesh. This linear precision property can be
used to interactively deform a model with a control mesh.
For more details, please refer to [JSW05]. In our case, we
first simplify the model M0 of a segment, yielding a con-
trol triangular mesh M1. We compute the mean value coor-
dinates of each vertex of M0 associated with M1. After M1 is
deformed as described later, M0 is changed by applying the
computed mean value coordinates to the deformed M1.

This scheme can be applied to the model of each segment
individually. We can also perform deformation on one model
and transfer its deformation to other models. The deforma-
tion transfer is also fulfilled with the help of mean value co-
ordinates. For instance, for the foot dataset, we only modify
the skin model with the curve-analogy technique, and trans-
fer its deformation to the bone model.

4.2. Curve-based Shape Deformation

The basic pipeline follows the method proposed
in [ZHS∗05]. Suppose we have a 3D mesh M1 and a
2D illustration. The goal is to modify the shape of M1
to achieve a similar look of the 2D illustration. With a
2D curve-based deformation system, the user specifies a
piece-wise linear curve C1 on M1 and projects it onto one
plane which is mostly coincided to the 2D illustration.
The user then draws another piece-wise linear curve C0 on
the 2D illustration. After deforming C1 by means of curve
analogy to C0, C1 is projected back to 3D space and is used
to drive the deformation of M1 with the gradient-domain
based mesh deformation technique [ZHS∗05].

4.3. Differential Curve Deformation

For C0 and C1, we first build their Laplacian representations.
The Laplacian coordinates L(vi) of each vertex vi are defined
as the difference between vi and the average of its neighbor-
ing vertices on the curve:

L(vi) = vi − (vi−1 + vi+1)/2 (1)

The Laplacian coordinates represent local shape descriptions
and encode local shape details. Similar to Laplacian mesh
editing [SLCo∗05], we formulate the shape transfer from C0
to C1 as the transfer of the Laplacian coordinates. The new
vertices vi (i = 0,1,2...) of C1 are solved by optimizing a
global variational problem:

min( ∑
ui∈C0,v∗j ∈C∗

1 ⊂C1

|L(vi)−L(ui)|
2 +λ|v j − v∗j |

2) (2)

Here, C∗
1 is a subset of C1 and consists of vertices that are

to be fixed during curve deformation. v∗j is the jth vertex of
C∗

1 . λ is an adjustable parameter to balance the strength of
two items of Equation 2.

In order to solve Equation 2, we need to first align C0 and
C1 with a set of scaling, translation and rotation transforma-
tions. Both curves are then re-sampled with an arc-length pa-
rameterization method to match their vertices with identical
vertex numbers. We solve Equation 2 with a standard con-
jugate gradient algorithm. The deformed C1 captures local
shape features and global shape information of C0, as shown
in Figure 4.

4.4. The Whole Pipeline

In summary, the whole algorithm is the following:

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Illustration of curve analogy based shape deformation
for the bunny dataset. (a) The projected curve C1; (b) Aligning C1

with the 2D curve C0; (c) Deforming C1 by Laplacian based curve
analogy algorithm; (d) The input model M1; (e) The 2D image and
the specified 2D curve C0; (f) Deforming M1 with the deformed C1.

1: For a model M0, generate a simplified model M1.
2: Generate the mean value coordinates for each vertex of

M0 associated with M1.
3: Specify a curve C1 in M1 and project it to the 2D plane.
4: Draw a curve C0 in the 2D illustration.
5: Deform C1 as described in Section 4.3.
6: Deform M1 with the deformed C1 by the mesh deforma-

tion algorithm.
7: Deform M0 by applying the mean-value coordinates to

the deformed M1.

5. Shape-aware Volume Representation

Our new representation is a combination of a distance vol-
ume and a segmentation volume: each voxel records a dis-
tance value and a segmentation identification. The segmen-
tation volume gives users direct control over the shape, size,
and visibility.The distance volume plays the same role as that
of the density volume in standard volume rendering. For the
sake of illumination, a gradient volume can be computed by
applying the gradient operator to the distance volume. Fig-
ure 5 (a) and (b) respectively depict one slice of the distance
and segmentation volumes for the foot dataset. Their com-
position is illustrated in Figure 5 (c).

5.1. Generating The Distance Volume

For a polygonal model G, its signed distance func-
tion [JBS06] is defined as a function that computes the dis-
tance from a point p to the closest point in G:

dist(p) = sgn(p) inf
x∈G

(|x−p|) (3)

Here, sgn(p) denotes whether p is inside or outside the
space S embedded by G:

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: (a) One slice of the distance volume; (b) One slice of the
segmentation volume; (c) The composition of (a) and (b).

sgn(p) =

{

−1, if p ∈ S;
1, otherwise.

(4)

The signed distance function of a given surface is contin-
uous everywhere. A brute-force method for computing the
distance volume at a given resolution is to loop through each
voxel and compute its minimum distance to G.

To generate an orientation-consistent distance volume, we
need to obtain the sign of each voxel. Similar to the method
proposed in [Ju04], we first construct an auxiliary octree grid
for the input model. The depth of the octree grid is iden-
tical to the resolution of the intended distance volume. All
edges of the octree grid that intersect the input model are
marked. We then compute a correct sign for each octree grid,
so that each intersection edge exhibits a sign change. Subse-
quently, we compute the distance value for each octree grid.
The dense sampling of the octree grid around the boundaries
ensures the correctness of the computed values. Finally, we
convert the octree grid into a uniformly sampled volume. For
the sake of hardware-acceleration in the rendering stage, the
distance value is encoded as an unsigned integer.

We integrate all polygonal models into a single model,
for which the needed distance volume is constructed. For
the purpose of generating the segmentation volume, we ad-
ditionally construct a distance volume for each individual
model.

5.2. Generating The Segmentation Volume

The intended segmentation volume assigns each voxel an
identification, which consecutively enumerates starting from
one. The unclassified region is denoted by the number zero.
Because the shapes of the initial segments have been mod-
ified, we need to derive a new segmentation to conform to
their new shapes. In practice, we construct the segmentation
volume by using the distance volumes of all segmented mod-
els. Each voxel of the segmentation volume is first initilized
as zero. For each distance volume of the ith model, we check
the sign of each voxel. If it is negative, we assign the corre-
sponding voxel in the segmentation volume an identification
i.

One attractive feature of the distance volume is that it
can derive an offset volume along the surface boundary by

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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choosing all points satisfying dist(p) ≤ t, where t is a given
offset threshold. The generated offset volume is useful to il-
lustrate the object boundary. Additionally, we may build a
thin offset volume from each distance volume, doubling the
number of the segmentation volumes. For example, the foot
dataset is classified into four components: skin, muscle, bone
boundary and bone (respectively shown in red, blue, green
and yellow in Figure 5 (c)).

5.3. Benefits of The New Representation

Although the proposed volume representation is formally
simple, it does enable several new features and advantages.
Compared to a standard scalar volume which measures the
physical properties in 3D space, our representation gives a
novel explanation to the data and yields a direct expression
of the shape. Explicitly separating distinct regions with seg-
mentation can suppress the structures that occlude the most
prominent information and induce a shape-aware description
to the scene implied in the resulting illustration. Our repre-
sentation is different from the normal segmentation volume
and can reconstruct smooth boundaries by exploiting the
shape information stored in the distance volume. Note that
noise-free boundaries are of essential importance in most
artistic illustrations. On the other hand, solely using a dis-
tance volume would also lack a sense of the shape because
it does not have the capability to distinguish individual ob-
jects. The segmentation volume alleviates this limitation. In
other words, the distance volume and segmentation volume
are complementary halves of the proposed representation.

6. Shape-Aware Illustration

The new volume representation and shape deformation
scheme make it possible to achieve two goals. First, we have
an appropriate mechanism for applying various rendering
styles to different regions of interest. Second, we are able to
mimic artistic styles for object boundaries, as the silhouettes,
contours or boundaries play prominent roles in hand-drawn
illustrations.

6.1. The Rendering Pipeline

Rendering a shape-aware volume can be built into any pre-
vious volume rendering or illustration system. Our imple-
mentation is built upon the IVIS volume illustration sys-
tem [SDS05], whose kernel is a 3D texture-slicing algo-
rithm. For the sake of hardware-acceleration, the shape-
aware volume is encoded in two volume textures. One vol-
ume stores the distance value, the segmentation identifica-
tion and distance-field-based gradient magnitude in three
color components of each texel. The distance-field-based
gradient vectors used for shading are packed in another gra-
dient volume. In this way, the raw values of the input volume
are replaced with the distance values, which conform to the
contouring shapes around the boundaries.

For each fragment from texture slicing, we query its dis-
tance value, segmentation identification and gradient infor-
mation from two volume textures. Based on these values,
a set of illustrative enhancements are performed simultane-
ously and are combined with one fragment shader. We de-
sign an integrated illustration equation (Section 6.2) to allow
for interactive adjustment of the strength of each enhance-
ment. For efficiency, all needed coefficients and lookup ta-
bles are stored in a 2D texture, which is indexed by the seg-
mentation identification. Because the segmentation informa-
tion is inherently discrete and non-smooth, direct interpo-
lation of the segmentation identification would lead to un-
pleasant aliasing. To address this problem, we use a simple
yet efficient interpolation technique.

6.2. The Uniform Illustration Equation

We briefly summarize the enhancement styles used in our
system:

Solid Texturing. An important technique widely used in
illustration is to depict the internal structures and appear-
ance with texture patterns. Rather than synthesizing 2D tex-
tures along the cutting planes [ONOI04], we apply a set of
non-periodic solid textures into selected regions. These solid
textures can be either procedurally synthesized [EMP∗94]
or constructed by transferring the color and texture patterns
from 2D illustrations [LE05].

Color Shading. With the segmentation information, one
simple way to abstract unnecessary details is to illustrate
one chosen segment with a constant color. To further con-
vey shape and position in an artistic way, we adopt two tech-
niques. The first one gradually dims the color when the depth
value of the sample increases, by blending the color with a
given background color. The second one is known as tone
shading, which modifies the color with a warmness coeffi-
cient. It results in a warm color when the sample orients to
the light source while gives a cooler color for samples that
face backward to the light source.

Opacity Modulation. Besides the traditional two-
dimensional transfer function design, our system supports
two additional enhancement styles to highlight the bound-
aries and silhouettes. The first one simply increases the opac-
ity proportional to the gradient magnitude. A power function
similar to that of the specular highlight coefficient is used
to exaggerate the high-gradient regions [ER02]. The second
one is a view-dependent technique that controls the opacity
with the angle between the viewing direction and the sur-
face orientation of the sample. It yields a strong effect on the
silhouettes and hence provides a highlighted cue for object
orientation.

By considering the influences from multiple rendering
styles, we propose the following illustration equation:

I f inal = λ1 × Iillum +λ2 × Icoloring +λ3 × Isolidtex (5)

c© The Eurographics Association and Blackwell Publishing 2007.
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Here, Iillum denotes the computed color by means of tradi-
tional gradient-modulated volume shading or other volume
illustration techniques. Icoloring denotes the modulated result
by employing tone shading and distance color blending with
constant colors. Isolidtex is the sampled color from a pre-
computed solid texture. All the three items are represented
with an RGBA color. The parameters λi(i = 1,2,3) are set
to be in [0.0,1.0] to balance the weights of different items
and are adjustable for each individual segment.

Although sampling the distance values can reconstruct a
continuous field as usual, processing the segmentation iden-
tification needs special cares. In our approach, applying dif-
ferent rendering styles is performed in a per-segment fashion
and requires us to determine the segmentation identification
for each individual fragment on-the-fly. Because the segment
information is discontinuous, i.e., two neighboring samples
may have distinctive identifications, directly using nearest,
linear or tri-linear interpolation will lead to substantial arti-
facts, as have been noticed in [TSH98] [HBH03]. Our solu-
tion is to directly interpolate the computed colors (in RGBA
space) on the eight nearest voxel centers. It yields the best
results, but takes about eight times the computational cost.

7. Experimental Results

We have implemented the proposed approach on a PC with
an Intel 3.2 GHZ CPU, 1.5G RAM and nVidia Quadro FX
3400 video card. The shaders are written in the Cg shad-
ing language [NVI07]. Table 1 lists the configuration and
the running time for five volume datasets. All datasets are
segmented manually or with 3D snake algorithms. The pre-
process of each dataset consists of three steps (Figure 2). For
the sake of simplicity, we denote them as I,II and III respec-
tively in Table 1. In the second step, the user time spent on
the curve analogy based shape deformation takes about 10
minutes for each model. We do not include it in our statis-
tics. The rendering performance in FPS is reported in the last
column of Table 1. A non-optimized 3D texture-slicing al-
gorithm [SDS05] is employed as the basic volume rendering
engine and the slicing number for each dataset is 1000. The
resolution of the frame buffer is set to be 480×480. Because
a set of branching operations are needed in the fragment
shader to handle situations of different segmentation iden-
tifications, the rendering efficiency is not only determined
by the slicing number, but also proportional to the segment
number.

We segment the foot dataset into four parts with a 3D
snake based segmentation algorithm. Figure 1 (d) and Fig-
ure 6 (a-d) depict five shape-aware illustration results with
various rendering profiles. For instance, a solid texture is
used for the bone part in Figure 6 (a). In Figure 6 (b) and (c),
the color shading and opacity-based modulation rendering
styles are adopted separately. With the curve analogy shape
deformation approach, the result shown in Figure 1 (d) is
more similar to Figure 1 (a) in terms of shape, than Figure 1

(c), that is generated with a standard volume illustration al-
gorithm. Another shape transfer example is shown in Fig-
ure 6 (d), which simulates the global shape information of
the intended 2D illustration.

The hand dataset is manually classified into four parts:
skin, muscle, bone and vessel. By adding an offset to the dis-
tance volumes of the bone and vessel parts, the total segment
number is 6. Note that, it is very difficult to visualize the ves-
sel region by designing a two-dimensional transfer function
to the initial volume data, as shown in Figure 7 (a). Mean-
while, solely using the segmentation volume leads to discon-
tinuities and distracting noise around the vessel regions (Fig-
ure 7 (b)). Our approach overcomes both problems with our
shape-aware representation (Figure 7 (c-d)). Specifically, to
emphasize the vessel, we slightly enlarge the vessel by off-
setting the corresponding segmentation volume based on the
distance volume.

Figure 8 (a) and Figure 8 (b) show two results for the
bunny dataset. Each of them employs a respective solid tex-
ture generated with the approach of [LE05], to illustrate the
interior of the bunny. Figure 8 (b) is generated by means of
our shape deformation technique, with the silhouette curve
shown in Figure 4. In Figure 8 (c) and (d), we compare
our result to that of a standard volume illustration algorithm
for the kidney dataset. It is apparent that our result exhibits
smooth and clear boundaries, without noise and artifacts.

In our last experiment, we illustrate an MRI brain dataset
which contains eight objects. Due to the nosiy property
of MRI datasets, we can hardly visualize the structures of
the individual objects using traditional volume rendering
algorithm (Figure 8 (f)). With the shape-aware illustration
approach, the internal structures of each object and their
boundaries are smoothly and clearly depicted (Figure 8 (e)).

We have sent our results to a medical illustrator and his
feedback is quite encouraging. The transfers of illustrative
shape styles presented in the bunny and foot examples are of
great interests to him. It is worthy mentioning that many of
our results can not be achieved with a generic skeletonized
polygonal representation, such as the bunny and foot exam-
ples.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The shape-aware illustration techniques proposed in this pa-
per create a new approach to data understanding and pro-
vides an opportunity to freely design visually pleasing and
meaningful illustrations. Overall, our approach improves
upon previous methods in three aspects. First, we derive a
new volume representation that allows for applying various
rendering and shape styles on distinct segments, while pre-
serving smooth transitions along the boundaries of the seg-
ments. We also introduce an interactive line-based shape de-
formation technique that enables shape transfer from 2D il-
lustrations. This facilitates better deformation effects by ex-
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Data #input Bits #Output #Segments I II III FPS
MRI Brain 78×110×64 16 128×128×128 8 2.0 seconds 5.0 seconds 480 seconds 2.5
Kidney 256×256×64 8 256×256×64 2 1.2 seconds 2.0 seconds 110 seconds 12.0
Bunny 512×512×361 16 256×256×256 2 1.2 seconds 2.0 seconds 620 seconds 2.0
Foot 256×256×256 8 256×256×256 4 2.0 seconds 3.0 seconds 750 seconds 3.0
Hand 256×128×256 16 256×128×256 6 2.0 seconds 5.0 seconds 680 seconds 6.0

Table 1: The configuration and running times for five examples.

ploiting the polygonal representation as an intermediate tran-
sition. Finally, we propose a new mixing illustration equa-
tion that supports efficient selective incorporation of several
visual enhancements and illustrative style profiles. The pro-
posed techniques could be integrated into a volume illus-
tration system to enhance the creation capability of artists.
Compared with polygonal representation, our shape-aware
representation allows more efficient illustration of the defor-
mation of solid space, which is intractable by solely using
polygonal models or volume datasets.

Currently, our curve-based shape analogy technique can
only perform limited global shape transfer and shape vari-
ation. We plan to explore how to efficiently represent and
learn intrinsic artistic shape styles from hand-drawn im-
ages. Because computing the distance volume contributes
the most time consumption in our approach, we plan to op-
timize the current solution. We also plan to integrate in-
teractive 3D volume segmentation and manipulation algo-
rithms into the shape-aware scheme. This system will of-
fer more interactivity and flexibility. We are also interested
in deformation-driven volume illustration of dynamic scenes
in image-space and model-based volume illustration for spe-
cial objects. We believe that we have only begun exploring
the potential of shape-aware illustration.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6: Results for the foot dataset with different rendering and shape styles. (a) The result with the solid texturing style; (b) The result
with the color shading style; (c) The result with the opacity modulation style; (d) The result with the curve analogy based shape deformation to
mimic the shape of a 2D illustration.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 7: Results comparisons for the hand dataset. (a) The result for the initial input volume with a standard volume rendering algorithm.
Because the segmentation information is not available, it is difficult to illustrate the vessel by means of transfer function design; (b) The result
based on the unsmoothed segmentation volume. Many distracting details for the vessel are clearly visible. (c-d) Our results based on the
shape-aware representation. To emphasize the vessel, we enlarge the vessel by adding an offset based on the distance volume.

(a)

(c) (d)

(b) (e) (f)
Figure 8: (a) Our result for the bunny dataset; (b) Our result with the curve analogy based shape deformation for the bunny dataset; (c) Our
result for the kidney dataset; (d) The result with a standard volume illustration algorithm for the kidney dataset; (e) Our result for the MRI
brain dataset; (f) The result for the MRI brain dataset with a direct volume rendering algorithm.
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